February 24, 2019

TECHNICAL SUPPORT BRANCH
NAVIGATION BULLETIN NO. 19-15
NOTICE TO NAVIGATION INTERESTS:

TOM BEVILL AND JOHN C. STENNIS LOCKS
TENNESSEE-TOMBIGBEE WATERWAY, ALABAMA AND MISSISSIPPI

Notice to mariners, due to high water conditions the following locks have restricted operations:

Tom Bevill Lock, mile 306.8, navigation lockage is temporarily limited to daylight hours only due to flood waters entering the upper lock gate machinery recess area. The duration of this restriction depends on still developing conditions, for updates contact the lock at (205) 373-2942.

John C. Stennis Lock, mile 334.7, navigation lockage is temporarily limited to daylight hours only due to flood waters entering the upper lock gate machinery recess area. The duration of this restriction depends on still developing conditions, for updates contact the lock at (662) 328-7075.

All traffic is advised to exercise extreme caution when approaching the locks and keep in contact with the lock personnel during this time.

For additional information, contact Mr. Roger Wilson, Jr. at the Tennessee-Tombigbee Project Management Office (CESAM-OP-CO) at (662) 245-5486 or (662) 574-7316.

Stephen S. Beams
Chief, Navigation Section